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Context 
 
Askja caldera is one of the major volcanic landmarks in central Iceland. The Plinian eruption of 1875 was associated with a collapse of the 
caldera in response to the draining of a shallow magma reservoir. The collapse generated major ring faults, reactivated by dyke intrusions in 
the following decades. The collapse was filled by the freshwater lake of Oskjuvatn. The eastern part of the caldera has been seismically 
active and in 2014 was subject to the largest historical landslide in Iceland, inducing a tsunami in the lake with a run-off of up to 30 meters. 
Since 2014, the seismicity has not decreased and affects the northern part of the collapsed area and is aligned with the normal (ring) faults 
controlling the collapse structure. In addition, a new phase of rapid uplift (tens of centimeters per week!) began in August 2021 and now 
affects the entire caldera, suggesting possible magma recharge in the plumbing system. This project could be divided into two masters with 
1) field observations at Askja and analysis of optical imagery (drone, aerial photos) and 2) analog (and numerical) modeling with models of 
caldera collapse, ring faults and magma injection using photogrammetry and image correlation. This project will be associated with the 
master project entitled “current architecture of the plumbing system of the Askja caldera”. 
Aims and Methods 
 
The project aims to study the ongoing deformation activity of the caldera and to analyse the landslide morphology and evolution.  
We have already collected high resolution (~4 cm ground resolution) drone imagery in the landslide area in 2020 and 2021 and plan to 
repeat the measurements in the summers 2022 and 2023. This project integrates field structural observations, high-resolution drone 
imagery and optical image correlation to study ground deformation. Beside the field data, the student will perform analogue experiments 
in the laboratory to analyse and understand the deformation processes during caldera collapses and related landslide activity. 
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Prerequiste 
Indicate if the student has to take some course or module: Dynamic Earth, Geohazard and Risk  

 


